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Our Goal
“Cultivate a sustainable future from a sustainable environment rooted in culture
and a wild salmon ecosystem.”!

How we get it done...
The Skeena Watershed Conservation Coalition was founded in 2004 by a diverse group of
people living and working in the Skeena river watershed. Our board of directors and
membership reflects the broad interests of the people in this region. We are united in
understanding that short term industrial development plans, even 50 year plans, will not
benefit our region in the long run if they undermine the social and environmental fabric that
holds the watershed and its communities together. Our range of activities all reflect this vision.
They include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Informing our membership on proposed
development plans that may compromise our
vision of a sustainable regional economy.
Working to develop long-term stewardship
plans for the Skeena Watershed
Organizing information meetings between
regional/provincial governments, corporate
developers and local communities
Contributing to baseline research of wildlife,
water quality, and cultural heritage resources
in the Upper Skeena Watershed
Developing sustainable employment
opportunities that are compatible with the
globally significant values of the region
Providing educational programs for the
region’s children and youth (school programs
and a summer conservation camp) to learn
about the values within the Skeena watershed
Sponsoring gatherings for stories, music, and
art celebrating the Skeena Watershed

From the Executive Director
When we first heard about the moratorium in December of 2008, we let out a sigh of
relief...and then held our breath again as knew what we’d have to do next. It’s easy to
point out the problems with ill-advised development, and a LOT of work to come up
with solutions. So many organizations view the solution as “NO! And that’s my final
answer” and because we live in the northwest we understand that “NO!” just isn’t
enough.
I think we have an incredible opportunity to make good things happen, to help industry
and government make better decisions so we can get some good development started.
Development that people can rally behind and be proud of, development that doesn’t
have the potential to drastically harm wild salmon and clean water.
There’s a way that things have been done in the Province for decades, and maybe in the
50’s and even in the 80’s, it seemed to work - but we know more now, we have a better
understanding of long term damage and cumulative impacts. We know that the boom
and bust cycle always has a longer bust than boom. We know that there are connections
within ecosystems that we don’t fully understand.
We know there are undiscovered ancient artifacts
all throughout this region and many that are lost
forever. We know that when presented with the
facts, communities will make the right decision.
If there was ever a question about who SWCC is
and what we do, I think our work in 2009 has
answered it. The Skeena Swim and YOW
programs were very successful in uniting the
people of this region towards a common vision for
the future. Our science and research is helping to
make this vision irrefutable. We are the people
that live here and we will make sure this place
remains intact for our children and their children.
Shannon McPhail

Financial Overview
Income

Foundations
Corporate
Private>$500
Private<$500
Event Revenue
Merchandise

5%3%4%
8%
20%
60%

$114,000
$37,500
$14,500
$9,500
$6,500
$8,000

TOTAL - $190,000

Expenses

Admin
Swim
Merchandise
Fieldwork
YOW
Fundraising

3%6%2%
7%

28%
54%

$98,000
$50,500
$12,500
$5,500
$11,000
$4,000

TOTAL - $180,000

Science & Research
Sacred Headwaters Water Quality and Quantity
In 2009, SWCC installed five hydrometric stations within the Sacred Headwaters ecosystem. A
hydrometric station is defined as a location where water quantity and water quality data are
collected and recorded.
The hydrometric stations installed in this project consist of electronic monitoring devices that
continuously monitor and record water level and water temperature (hydro-logger), as well as
barometric pressure and air temperature (baro-logger).
The results from these hydrometric stations are critical to our understanding of salmon habitats
and life histories in the Sacred Headwaters and provide the baseline data needed to effectively
conserve these resources at the watershed level. Establishing monitoring stations within all three
watersheds in the Sacred Headwaters ecosystem will guide future land-use policies and serve as a
demonstration of a long-term stewardship commitment.
Sacred Headwaters Lake Studies
A multi-year lake study was commenced in 2009 to acquire
both historical and current baseline data on lake ecology
within the Sacred Headwaters ecosystem.
Lake environments and their feeder streams provide unique
spawning and rearing habitat for resident fresh water and
anadromous fish in the Sacred Headwaters ecosystem. They
also moderate stream flow and water temperature to outflow
rivers, thereby creating preferred spawning habitats.
In 2009, crews successfully extracted core samples of lake
sediment from Kluayaz and Nass lakes for the purpose of
paleolimnologic analysis. Paleolimnology is able to quantify
the physical, chemical, and biological information preserved
in lake sediment to reconstruct a historical record of lake
ecology. Specifically, these core samples will provide a record
(approx. 200-500 years) of historical salmon abundance based
on the presence of marine nutrients detected in the lake
sediment. Historical abundance is critical to understand the
environmental trends and natural carrying capacity of lake
systems in the Sacred Headwaters.

300 years of biological muck from the
bottom of Nass Lake in the Sacred
Headwaters

Skeena Swim
On August 15th, Ali Howard became the first person to ever
swim the entire 610km length of the Skeena river. Along the
way, she inspired an unprecedented level of watershed
awareness and pride. The project was designed to unite
communities along the Skeena and build consensus for a
“permanent solution” on coalbed methane in the Sacred
Headwaters. Education and outreach activities supporting
swim objectives were multi-faceted and tremendously successful.
They included;
i) a pre-swim regional tour to schools, band councils, and municipal
councils to introduce Ali and the project to residents of the watershed.
ii) a schedule of community-driven events along the swim route, where the team stopped and
met with elders and were welcomed by members of each community.
iii) a post-swim regional tour which communicated elements of watershed geography, ecology
and stewardship through a multi-media presentation at the community level, including 56
presentations in 35 schools
iv) a Skeena Swim multi-media tour at public venues in Victoria & Vancouver with most of the
expedition team on stage telling their stories.
v) private presentations to the Assistant Deputy Minister of Energy & Mines and the board and
staff of leading NGO's in Vancouver, Seattle and Portland.
Skeena Swim 2009 was the primary media and outreach event within the Sacred Headwaters
Joint campaign. SWCC collaborated with Andrew Eddy of Double Haul Productions, a
production company based in Toronto, to create a feature length documentary film with
international festival and broadcast distribution.

YOW - Youth
on Water
From the platform of a river guide training program for youth, the Skeena Watershed
Conservation Coalition has launched a multifaceted endeavour; our aim being to address youth
issues within the Skeena Valley (home to Canada's highest per capita youth suicide rate), and to
engender a conservationist mindset amongst local young people.
Each of last year's six core YOW participants learned about the history of Shell's local and global
campaigns and now understand the inevitable down stream impacts should Shell's CBM
extraction plans for the Sacred Headwaters find fruition.
In addition to the six core YOW participants, YOW
provided opportunities for over 30 young people of the
region to experience local waters systems through
introductory kayaking courses. Each of the 30 cursory
YOW program participants were given a brief synopsis
of the industrial threats facing our region and were had
the opportunity to learn basic water navigation skills
and safety techniques.
One of the more significant benefits of our water level
approach has been an engendering of connection between the young people involved with
YOW and the streams and rivers that comprise their homes. It is through this connection that
YOW believes the next generation of concerned and active citizens will emerge.
The first year of the Youth on Water program was a huge
success on many fronts. We expect to be able to increase
our core capacity by a factor of five for this coming
season. YOW hopes to provide opportunities to the First
Nations communities of Moricetown, K'saan, Gitsegucla,
Kitwanga and Kitselas. Our inclusive program will
foster a connection between the young people of the
Skeena Watershed and the River we hold dear. The
future of our watershed rests in the hands of the young
people of our area; it is they who will take up the fight in
the future. Certainly, the future is YOW.
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2009 Events & Projects
Fly Fishing Film Tour - hosted in Smithers, Terrace & Prince Rupert to promote our campaigns
and fundraise with the fly-fishing community.
Spirit of the River Art Exhibit - a curated display of regional artists showcasing their talent and
the inspiration they are provided by our watershed.
10,000 Salmon Project - every school in the northwest corner of BC participated by decorating
little paper salmon to be built into a larger project in 2010.
Aboriginal Tourism Workshop - hosted Aboriginal Tourism Council of BC in Hazelton with
representatives from each Gitxsan community to discuss aboriginal tourism opportunities in the
area and workshopped how to be a successful tourism operator.
Community Development Workshop (Vancouver) - facilitated a workshop centered on salmon
and communities with the Fraser Salmon and Watershed Program with participants from
Ministry of Environment, Georgia Strait Alliance, Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Pacific
Salmon Foundation and many others.
Ksan Art Exhibit - the historic Indian village runs an exhibit annually that boasts more than
30,000 tourists, and the Sacred Headwaters, with photographs from SWCC photographer Brian
Huntington, was the central focus for last summer’s exhibit and this year’s exhibit.
Mining Round Table - attended the round table conversation and discussed better mining
practices in BC.
Elder’s College - instructed a class at Northwest Community College on the current threats of
the Skeena watershed.
Union of BC Municipalities - traveled to Vancouver with Skeena Swimmer, Ali Howard, where
she was acknowledged as one of BC’s greatest champions and received a standing ovation.
BC First Nations Summit Presentation - presented to the Summit in Vancouver on the issue of
watershed-based governance and decision-making protocol for industrial development on
traditional territories.
Sacred Headwaters Blend Coffee - more than 600lbs have been sold to date by Mercedes Beans
and Model Teas in Hazelton.
Ski Film Premier & Fashion Show - hosted a film on avalanche safety and recycled clothing
fashion show as a fundraiser
Mother Nature’s Network - Ali Howard was named to the world’s top ten most intriguing
environmentalists, preceded by the Lorax, Johnny Appleseed, Julie Butterfly Hill and Mary
Mattingly
Patagonia Activist Award - Ali Howard inspires and receives the first-ever Patagonia Activist
Award. Patagonia Founder & CEO Yvon Chouinard presented the award in person to Ali.

